
peak performer

premium sports aircraft



for those who expect ... 

… great results and the highest standards from 

themselves and their aircraft.

The Stemme Peak Performer S10 defines a class of 

its own. Its multipurpose concept permits flying in 

a new dimension with maximum flexibility, perfor-

mance and precision – just as you rightly expect 

from a Stemme aircraft.
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performance
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independence
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for those who like ...

… to feel overwhelming happiness. 

 

Experience the world from a different perspective 

with the Stemme Peak Performer S10. 

For people who know their own mind, this aircraft 

is the ideal way to clear their head occasionally 

whilst enjoying the sensation of completeness and 

independence.
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for those who dare ...

… to experience their limits. 

The Stemme Peak Performer S10 is your trusted 

companion in mastering sporting challenges.  

The unique design and innovative drive technology 

provide an unrivalled dynamic character and a 

once-in-a-lifetime flying pleasure.
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challenge
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for those who relish  
breathing in ...

… the clean air of open skies.

The Stemme Peak Performer S10 not only scores 

highly with its exceptional elegance and agility, it 

also sets new standards in terms of sustainability 

and efficiency with its high range and low fuel 

consumption.

freedom
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hightech in short

Glide ratio 1:50

Cruise speed  140 kt (260 km/h) TAS @ FL 100

Climb rate 817 ft/min (4.14 m/s)

Range 930 nm (1,720 km)

Service ceiling 30,000 ft (9,140 m)
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passionate about performance 

luca bertossio

“My dream  is to be unique, and everything I have  

given to flying is coming back in the form of emotions  

and satisfaction. Every second of gliding is pure emoti-

on, and a way to feel reborn - it’s as if your mind and 

your heart have been reset. The Peak Performer S10 

enables us to experience exactly the same emotions in 

the high-performance class of aircraft.”

klaus ohlmann

“I am the head of an expert team of experienced pilots 

and scientists for the ›Mountain Wave Project‹ expe-

dition. The experiences that I gathered in my gliding 

flights with the S10 over the Andes and in achieving 

various other records were essential for planning expe-

ditions with this level of challenge.”

 Klaus Ohlmann
World record holder  
in various disciplines

Luca Bertossio
Aerobatic gliding  
world champion
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performing for passion

phillip scheffel

“The key to innovative and technically unique solutions 

is an inspired team of technicians and engineers 

who stand behind our products. These professionals 

support you in making your ideas reality and in solving 

technical challenges.”

paul masschelein

“Performance for passion expresses the dedication and 

the high level of commitment shown by our employees  

in making every one of our aircraft something special 

and in communicating this feeling to our customers.”

Paul Masschelein
Chief Executive Officer  
of Stemme AG

Phillip Scheffel
Head of engineering  

at Stemme AG
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The Stemme drive system is based on a unique 

technology that has already proven its worth in 

hundreds of aircraft.

The ROTAX turbocharged engine is mounted in the 

middle of the fuselage. A carbon shaft with  

flanged gearbox to reduce rotations connects  

the engine with the Stemme-Retrac variable pitch 

propeller. It disappears completely into the pro-

peller dome when changing to gliding mode. To 

restart the propeller, the dome slides out and the 

propeller blades unfold using centrifugal force.

It takes just five seconds to convert from a glider 

to a motorized plane and vice versa.

unique drive technology
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retractable propeller

unique flexibility

The drive concept from Stemme gives you unpre- 

cedented opportunities – be it for a spur-of-the-

moment engine-powered flight, a planned gliding 

excursion or a combination of the two, perhaps to 

spend the weekend in your favourite gliding region. 

Enjoy your flight and be sure of always arriving at 

your destination relaxed. 

With the Stemme Peak Performer S10, you  

experience the best of both worlds.
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Universal joint of  
folding mechanism

folding technique
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unique folding  
mechanism

With just a few manoeuvres and with no need for 

outside assistance, the wings of the Stemme Peak 

Performer S10 can be folded to take up approx. 

half of their wingspan – ideal for taxiing on smaller 

airfields or for space-saving storage in the hangar 

or confined parking areas.

Wing span folded 
37.4 ft (11.4 m)

Wing connection from  
central section to outer wing

Wing span  
75.4 ft (23 m)
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Turbocharged ROTAX engine

Solar panel

Glide ratio 1:50

weights & measurements
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MTOM 1,870 lbs (850 kg) 

Payload 451 lbs (205 kg) 

Wing span 75.46 ft (23.0 m) 

Wing span (folded) 37.40 ft (11.4 m) 

Wing area 201.3 sq ft (18.7 m²)

Height 5.91 ft (1.80 m) 

Length 27.62 ft (8.42 m)

Take-off

Tinted canopy
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High-quality cockpit designMultifunctional stick

Individual  
interior options

individual perfection 

Take advantage of our range of options and give 

your creative spirit free rein in designing the 

cockpit. Choose the perfect combination for your 

S10 from a wide variety of colours and materials to 

create an unmistakeable and unique interior.Carbon  
surface 
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cockpit 

Relaxed side-by-side seating

avionics & equipment 

Consult our specialists beforehand to determine 

your requirements. Discuss the benefits and draw-

backs of different instrument configurations and 

engage in a dialogue to find the ideal setup for 

your needs.

As an example, an equipment package could  

include the following:

•  LX8000 soaring computer with e-Vario 

•  AHRS and stick remote for LX8000 

•  GARMIN GPS 695/795 

•  RADIO and Mode-S transponder  

•  Compass, 2x ASI, altimeter, ELT 406 Mhz 

•  ADS-B receiver including FLARM 

•  Classic engine instrumentation 

•  Acoustic stall warning 

•   Fire warning
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hydraulic brake system

The Peak Performer S10 has a fully hydraulic  

braking system. It allows measured braking with an 

exact pressure point and a low force requirement.

The entire system is the lightest of its class and  

is fitted with quality components by TOST. They  

guarantee a long service life and minimal expen- 

diture on maintenance.

Brake handle with hydraulic cylinder Highly effective brake body for safe deceleration Bright LED landing lights
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electric landing gear

The electrically retractable undercarriage  

ensures supreme gliding performance. Two elec-

tronically controlled rotating spindles securely 

raise and lower the landing gear with minimum 

consumption of energy.

Elastomer suspension in the wheel struts enables 

a large quantity of energy to be absorbed when 

landing on uneven runways.

 

retractable landing gear

Two rotating spindles to 
operate landing gear
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Measurement of  
range of tolerance

Propeller 
overhaul

service & maintenance excellence

your feedback is  
our progress

We work with our customers to obtain feedback, 

whether it be for new product development or 

for the improvement of existing models. Working 

together closely is an important part of the process 

so that everyone involved can benefit from the 

experience of others.
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Lorenzo Costella,  
Head of Marketing & SalesStemme worldwide activities

customer satisfaction  
has top priority for us

Our customer surveys confirm that Stemme owners 

are extremely content. This is certainly due in part 

to the unique design concept of our aircraft but 

also to our comprehensive range of services.

Be it the smooth worldwide spare parts service, 

convenient maintenance contracts, flight training 

courses or even once-in-a-lifetime flying events, 

our customers receive what they deserve: the best.



Engine tests and winglet measurements (above)Assembly of gear box Preparation for carbon fibre laminating 
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engineering excellence 
made in germany

Aircraft construction has been our passion for 

many decades. Together with leading research 

establishments, we work continuously on perfec-

ting our art. Our aim to achieve supreme quality 

is constantly reflected in our concepts and our 

development as well as in every individual aircraft.

Our high-performance aircraft are mainly produced 

by hand with much attention to detail. Every air-

craft becomes as unique and individual as  you are.  

 

Perfection that inspires.

german engineering

Technical University Berlin
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history

Stemme was founded in 1984 in West Berlin. To-

day, Stemme AG is a successful, mid-sized aircraft 

design and manufacturing company on the out-

skirts of Berlin and, as the manufacturer of the S10 

and S6, provides its customers with highly innov- 

ative premium sports aircraft. More than 250 

aircraft have already been delivered around the 

globe.

Strausberg airfield (EDAY)

Stemme team Strausberg

Berlin

teamwork

We have great plans for the future. In the coming 

years, our focus will be on the modernization and 

expansion of our model range as well as the stream- 

lining of processes – both internally and with our 

customers.

We will continue growing to meet this challenge 

and invest in it continuously – with resources,  

qualification and facilities. 

And with personal commitment as well as bound-

less passion for the pursuit of flying.
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company

scientific projects

Since 1999, Stemme has been exclusively suppor-

ting the Mountain Wave Project with the Stemme 

Peak Performer S10 as a research platform. 

Every 3-4 years, an expedition takes the team to 

specific sites around the world in order to pursue 

global scientific research into gravity waves and 

associated turbulence. New insights and knowled-

ge are gathered by high-altitude and record-seek-

ing glider flights. The results will also be used to 

improve flight safety and pilot training. 

The latest expedition took place in the Himalayas 

in October 2013, and included the first soaring 

flight over Mount Everest. 

First ever glider flight over Mount Everest by Klaus Ohlmann (© Klaus Ohlmann/MWP)



performance at a glance

Engine ROTAX 914 F Turbo

MTOP 115 hp (116.6 PS)

MCP 100 hp (101.39 PS)

Cruise speed  140 kt (260 km/h) TAS @ FL 100

Climb rate 817 ft/min (4.14 m/s) @ MTOM 

Service ceiling  30,000 ft (9,144 m)

Fuel consumption 4.2 US gal/h (16 l/h) @ 55%

Fuel capacity 31.7 US gal (120 l)

Range 929 nm (1,720 km) 

Glide ratio 1:50

MTOM 1,874 lbs (850 kg)

Payload 451 lbs (205 kg)

Wing span 75.46 ft (23.0 m)

Wing span (folded) 37.40 ft (11.4 m)

Wing area 201.3 sq ft (18.7 m²)

Height 5.91 ft (1.80 m) 

Length 27.62 ft (8.42 m)

Loads +5.3 g/-2.65 g
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peak performer
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STEMME AG  

Headquarters

Flugplatzstrasse F2, No. 6-7

15344 Strausberg 

GERMANY

Phone: +49 3341 3612 0

E-mail:  info@stemme.de

STEMME DealerSTEMME USA, Inc.

Colombia Metro Airport

2404 Edmund Hwy. 

West Columbia, SC 29170 

U.S.A.

Phone: +1 803 726 8884 

E-mail:  usa@stemme.de

www.stemme.com
©Stemme AG • 4.2014 • Subject to change without notice,  
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